Probabilistic Packet Marking (PPM) is a scheme for IP traceback where each packet is marked randomly with an IP address of one router on the attack path in order for the victim to trace the source of attacks. In previous work, a network coding approach to PPM (PPM+NC) where each packet is marked with a random linear combination of router IP addresses was introduced to reduce number of packets required to infer the attack path. However, the previous work lacks a formal proof for benefit of network coding to PPM and its proposed scheme is restricted. In this paper, we propose a novel method to prove a strong theorem for benefit of network coding to PPM in the general case, which compares different perspectives (interests of collecting) at the collector in PPM+NC scheme. Then we propose Core PPM+NC schemes based on our core network coding approach to PPM. From experiments, we show that our Core PPM+NC schemes actually require less number of packets than previous schemes to infer the attack path. In addition, based on the relationship between Coupon Collector's Problem (CCP) and PPM, we prove that there exists numerous designs that CCP still benefits from network coding.
Introduction
The purpose of IP traceback [1] is to identify the actual source of attack packets. Probabilistic Packet Marking (PPM) [2] is a scheme for IP traceback, where routers on the attack path from attacker to victim randomly mark traversing packets with their IP addresses in order for the victim (collector) to infer the path of attack. In this scheme in Fig. 1 , once a router decides to mark, it will overwrite the previous mark of the previous router on a packet. Therefore, each received packet at the collector contains at most one router's mark. Thus, the collector's problem in the PPM scheme is to collect all distinct markings of routers on the attack path, which is essentially a Coupon Collector's Problem (CCP) [3, pp.32] .
To reduce average number of packets required to infer the attack path, a network coding approach to PPM (PPM+NC) [4] was introduced, where each traversing packet on the attack path is marked randomly with a linear combination of some router IP addresses since the marking router.
The limitation of [4] is that it does not give us a strong proof for the benefit of network coding to probabilistic packet marking. Specifically, [4] considered a simple PPM+NC scheme where all routers on the attack path have equal marking probabilities p to mark on packets. In order to compare about quantity (i.e., average number of packets required to infer all routers on the attack path) between PPM+NC and PPM schemes, [4] based on an unpractical assumption in such restricted PPM+NC scheme: where once a router decides to mark a packet, it will result in, with high probability, an innovative linear combination (compared with ones contained in collected packets before). Besides, there is no formal proof for benefit of Practical PPM+NC scheme which is proposed from an analysis in an ideal PPM+NC scheme where IPv4 packet header is assumed to have enough space to store 32-bit router IP address. Strictly speaking, the benefit of such scheme is just showed via simulations.
In this paper, we use a novel method to prove a strong theorem for benefit of network coding to probabilistic packet marking in the general case where routers on the attack path could have any (equal or unequal) marking probabilities, and the IPv4 packet header could have any size to store a content of marking (in Sect. 3 and Sect. 4.1). To compare PPM and PPM+NC schemes, we compare two different perspectives (interests of collecting) U and D at the same collector in the PPM+NC where the collecting problem U of Copyright c 2013 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers the collector in such PPM+NC scheme is equivalent to the collecting problem in PPM scheme, while D is the default collecting problem in PPM+NC scheme that the collector is interested in collecting packets until inferring all routers on the attack path. In addition to pointing out the limitation of Practical PPM+NC [4] in Appendix, we propose a core network coding approach to probabilistic packet marking and Core PPM+NC schemes in Sect. 4 . Via experiments and results, we show that our Core PPM+NC schemes actually require less average number of packets to infer all routers on the attack path than previous schemes.
Futhermore, network coding is just known to have benefit for CCP in the case every possible linear combinations of n coupons has the same probability of receiving [5, pp.10-13] . In the next contribution in Sect. 5, based on our strong theorem for benefit of network coding to PPM, we prove that there exists numerous designs of network coding that still offer benefit to CCP.
Related Works
Among many proposed schemes [1] , [6] for IP traceback, PPM scheme [2] is practical due to its low router overhead and incremental deployment support. There are some well known PPM-based schemes: Fragment Marking Scheme (FMS) [2] , Advanced Marking Scheme (AMS) [7] , and Fast Internet Traceback (FIT) [8] . They mainly use 16-bit IP identification field [2] in IPv4 packet header for marking, and could use more 8-bit TOS field and 1-bit fragment flag [9] .
FMS [2] can do well in the single-path attack, but it has large number of false positives and high computation overhead in the multi-path attacks due to very large possible number of combinations of fragments marked at the same distance [7] .
AMS [7] tackled FMS's problems by assuming a map of upstream routers already built by traceroute tool before and using a set of hash functions instead of fragmentation to avoid gathering fragments, which reduce false positives and computation in the path reconstruction phase during attacks.
FIT [8] proposed using packet marking instead of traceroute tool in AMS to reduce false positives in the map of upstream routers. It also proposed a 1-bit distance mechanism (instead of well known 5-bit using) together with TTL modification technique, which enlarges allocated space for marking leading to reduced false positives in the path reconstruction phase. However, FIT scheme always has false positives in the map reconstruction phase because FIT routers put its hash fragments in traversing packets, which impacts on the false positives in the path reconstruction phase.
In [4] , Sattari et al. proposed a Practical PPM+NC scheme that combines random linear network coding [10] with PPM, where each marked packet received at the victim contains k b-bit coefficients drawn uniformly at random from the Galois field F q (q = 2 b ) and an associated linear combination result of k fragments with same offset from k consecutive traceback routers. Simulations demonstrated that this scheme requires less average number of packets than FMS scheme to derive all routers on the attack path. However, its limitations are shown by our analysis in Appendix.
In this paper, we are interested in the metric reducing average number of packets required for the victim (collector) to infer all routers on the attack path. By our strong proof for benefit of network coding to PPM, we propose Core PPM+NC schemes which are better than previous schemes in terms of such metric.
Benefit of Network Coding for Probabilistic Packet Marking
In this section, we consider the case that IPv4 packet header has enough space to store an entire 32-bit IP address. For pracical situations with limited size of IPv4 packet header leading to the fact that every router must divide its IP address into fragments to encode to traversing packets, we will consider in Sect. 4.1.
Background of Network Coding Aproach to PPM Scheme
In network coding approach to PPM (PPM+NC) [4] shown in Fig. 2 , the marking field in each packet's header is divided into three fields: a random coefficient field of k coefficient slots c 1 , . . . , c k , a linear combination field to store a linear combination result i=k i=1 c i .ID i of k router IP addresses ID 1 , . . . , ID k on the path of packet, and a distance field dist to calculate the distance of the marking router from the collector. Once a router i decides to mark a packet, it overwrites the previous mark on the packet: it zeros the entire marking field, and chooses a coefficient c i uniformly at random out of a field F q = {0, . . . , q − 1}, multiplies its IP address ID i with c i then write c i to the first slot of coefficient field and the result of c i .ID i to the linear combination field, finally resets the distance field dist to zero. If the next router j decides not to overwrite, it picks uniformly at random a coefficient c j out of F q and write c j to the next coefficient slot, and adds the result of c j .ID j to the current content of the marking field by updating it to c i .ID i + c j .ID j , finally increments the distance field dist.
In the PPM+NC scheme introduce by [4] above, all routers on the attack path have equal marking probabilities p to mark on packets. In addition, once marking, a router simply picks a coefficient uniformly at random from F q . Therefore, [4] simply considered benefit of network coding in a restricted PPM+NC scheme. Another limitation of [4] is that authors used an unpractical assumption to simplify the difficulty in proving benefit of network coding for probabilistic packet marking: once a router decides to mark a packet in PPM+NC scheme, it will result in, with high probability, an innovative linear combination (compared with ones contained in collected packets before).
Strong Theorem for Benefit of Network Coding to
Probabilistic Packet Marking
In this section, we compare PPM+NC with PPM scheme on a given path with any setting of marking probabilities (P m (n), ..., P m (2), P m (1)) for n routers ( Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 ). We consider general setting in PPM+NC scheme compared to [4] : Once a router decides to mark packet, it draws a coefficient randomly with any distribution over F q \{0} rather than drawing uniformly at random over F q . In addition, our consideration for PPM+NC scheme is more general than Sattari et al.'s [4] because if the next router decides not to mark, it could pick a coefficient randomly with any distribution rather than uniformly at random from F q .
Main Idea of Proof: Different Perspectives at the Collector
It is noticed that we should distinguish clearly between mechanisms (schemes) of filling routers' information on traversing packets and interests (perspectives) of the collector: a collector could have many interests in the same mechanism, and each interest should be associated with a mechanism. In the same mechanism, different interests will require different number of packets to satisfy. Also, with the same interest, different mechanisms will have different number of packets to satisfy the collector. Let X PPM+NC , X PPM be number of packets required to satisfy the defaut collector's interests D inferring the attack path in PPM+NC and PPM schemes, respectively. Specifically, X PPM is number of packets to receive enough n distinct types of marking in PPM scheme, whereas X PPM+NC is number of packets to collect enough n independent linear combinations in PPM+NC scheme. It is difficult to compare such two independent and different stochastic schemes (PPM and PPM+NC schemes) with the same interests D of the collector. Our important idea is to find another interest (perspective) U in the PPM+NC scheme which has connection with PPM scheme then our problem of comparison between PPM+NC and PPM schemes is easier.
Theorem 1:
There always exists a random variable X U in PPM+NC scheme so that: X U and X PPM are i.i.d., and
Let X U be number of packets required for the collector to collect n distinct markings of n routers on a given path in the PPM+NC scheme. Note that the common point between PPM+NC and PPM schemes is that each marking decision by any router on the attack path does not depend on the running scheme (PPM+NC or PPM) of n routers, while the only difference between them are the content of marking on each packet. Therefore, the number of packets required for the collector to collect n distinct markings of n routers on the given path does not depend on the running scheme of n routers. As a result, X U and X PPM are two independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables. This reveals the connection between PPM+NC and PPM schemes.
From now, in order to compare E[X PPM+NC ] in the PPM+NC scheme and E[X PPM ] in the PPM scheme, we just need to compare X PPM+NC and X U which correspond to two different perspectives (interests of collecting) D and U of the collector in the PPM+NC scheme. Each time receiving a new packet in the PPM+NC scheme, the collector checks whether his interest U or D is satisfied first. Based on the value of distance field dist of the received packet, the collector determines its distance i from the marking router then derive that k coeffcients To compare X U with X PPM+NC , our idea is to establish a setting in PPM+NC scheme so that it transforms X U into number of packets required to collect some n indepedent linear combinations from F n q , then we can easily compare X U with X PPM+NC in terms of collecting n linearly independent vectors. Let us define A i as follows:
In [4] , each packet marked by the ith router on the attack path corresponds to a vector that belongs to A i ∪A i−1 ∪. . .∪A 1 because the marking router and next routers on the attack path could pick zero coefficients from F q to put onto that packet. With such setting, n collected distinct markings could be not correspond to n linearly independent vectors, which make us difficult to compare X U and X PPM+NC in terms of collecting n linearly independent vectors. For example, the first packet is marked by the 2nd router on the attack path but that router picks a zero coefficient, while the second packet is marked by the 1st router (the nearest router of the victim) with non-zero coefficient from F q . Clearly, they are not linearly independent vectors because the ma-trix 0 · · · 0 * 0 · · · 0 * formed by such two vectors is not an echelon matrix. However, we notice a fact from linear algebra [11, pp.170 ] that any n vectors which form an upper triangular matrix are linearly independent, i.e., such n vectors belong to n sets A n , A n−1 , ..., A 1 respectively. This leads us to establish the setting in PPM+NC scheme to ensure that n collected distinct markings correspond to n linearly independent vectors: once marking, the marking router always picks a non-zero coefficient from F q \{0}. This is our important setting and trick to compare X U and X PPM+NC easily in terms of collecting n linearly independent vectors in PPM+NC scheme. In addition, with this setting, we could prove the benefit of network coding for the general case of PPM+NC scheme where the marking router and next routers (on the attack path of a packet) pick a coefficient randomly with any distribution from F q \{0} and F q , respectively.
In our considered PPM+NC scheme where the marking router always picks a non-zero coefficient from F q \{0}, a received packet marked by a router at distance i from the collector on the attack path corresponds to a coefficient vector that belongs to the set
Doing the same steps above, we derive:
Note that a received packet not marked by any router on the attack path corresponds to the zero-coefficient vector {0 n }. Hence, each received packet at the collector corresponds to a coefficient vector that belongs to one of n + 1 mutually disjoint sets A n , A n−1 , . . . ,
n }. As a result, X U is interpreted as the number of packets required to collect n coefficient vectors a n , a n−1 , ..., a 1 from n mutually disjoint sets A n , A n−1 , ..., A 1 , respectively. The important point is that once the collector collected such n coefficient vectors, they would form an upper triangular matrix U:
Clearly, rank(U) = n. Thus, n coefficient vectors a n , a n−1 , ..., a 1 (row vector form) are linearly independent vectors. In other words, X U is the number of packets required for the collector to collect n linearly independent vectors from the n-dimensional space F n q so that such n vectors belong to n mutually disjoint sets A n , A n−1 , ..., A 1 , respectively. Besides, we recall that X PPM+NC is the minimum number of packets required for the collector to collect n linearly independent vectors from the n-dimensional space F n q . Therefore, for incoming packets at the collector, it is obviously that the first interest of collecting (which corresponds to X PPM+NC ) is satisfied before or at the same time the second interest of collecting (which corresponds to X U ) is satisfied:
Theorem 1 gives us an insight: The difference between collecting in PPM+NC scheme and PPM scheme could be interpreted by two collecting problems of the collector in PPM+NC scheme, that is, collecting any n-rank matrix in the PPM+NC scheme compared with collecting a n-rank upper triangle matrix. That is the critical reason leading to the benefit of network coding.
Corollary 2 proves the benefit of network coding to probabilistic packet marking by proving that PPM+NC scheme requires less expected number of packets than PPM scheme to derive all n router IDs on the attack path.
From Theorem 1, X U and
On the other hand:
Therefore:
Application of Different Perspectives Technique in Simulations
Let X PPM+NC (X PPM respectively) be the average number of packets required for the collector to derive all n router IDs on the attack path in the PPM+NC (PPM respectively) scheme among N independent experiments. Without theorem 1, corollary 2 according to the strong law of large numbers [12, Theorem 2.1] just says that once the number of independent experiments N in each scheme is sufficiently large, X PPM+NC ≤ X PPM . It means that, the simulation for checking such result must be run with 2.N experiments in total: N experiments in PPM+NC scheme, N experiments in PPM scheme. While, the interesting point fromt the Theorem 1 says that instead of running both two scheme PPM+NC and PPM scheme to compare X PPM+NC and X PPM , we just need to run only N experiments in only one PPM+NC scheme then compare different perspectives (interests of collecting) X PPM+NC and X U of the collector, where X U is the average number of packets required for the collector to collect n distinct markings of n routers on the attack path in the PPM+NC scheme among N independent experiments.
Core PPM+NC Schemes
In this section, after proving the benefit of network coding to PPM in practical situations with limited budget in IPv4 packet header in Sect. 4.1, we propose a core network coding approach to PPM in Sect. 4.2. Then, we propose Core PPM+NC schemes in Sects. 4.3 and 4.4. Through experiments, we show that our Core PPM+NC schemes actually require less average number of packets for the victim to infer the attack path.
Benefit of Network Coding to PPM in General Case
In practice, IPv4 packet header has not enough space to contain 32-bit router IP address which leads to the fact that every router must divide its IP address into fragments to encode to traversing packets. That is, number of fragments per router is f > 1. In [4] , there is no formal proof for benefit of network coding for PPM+NC in such general case. Therefore, we will give our proof in this subsection.
Theorem 3:
For any design of PPM+NC scheme taking linear combination of any k fragments (including at least one fragment of the marking router) from routers on the path from the marking router to the victim, that scheme always requires less expected number of packets than PPM scheme.
Is there any connection between cases f > 1 and f = 1? Can we reuse results from Theorem 1 and Corollary 2?. Our following analysis can takle that problem. Based on the fact that if we collect n f fragments together with information about their offsets and distances then we, of course, infer all n router IP addresses. Therefore, PPM+NC scheme in the case f > 1 could be formulated as follows:
Each marked packet corresponds to one of n f distinct types of markings. Setting of n f marking probabilities are:
f fragments of the nth router , . . . , P m (1, 1) , ..., P m (1, f ) f fragments of the 1st router Because Theorem 1 holds for any number of routers on the attack path, it also holds for any number of distinct markings. Hence, by introducing another way of formulation, we transform the original problem in the case f > 1 to the formerly solved related problem in the case f = 1. In other words, Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 is hold for any value of f .
Due to the fact that every traceback router divides its IP address into f fragments of LC bits each to fit the limited bit budget of IPv4 packet header, the marking field of Bit budget bits in IPv4 packet header contains the following four fields: a random coefficient field of k b-bit coefficient slots c 1 , . . . , c k , a linear combination field of LC bits to store a linear combination result i=k i=1 c i .frag i (computed over Galois field F 2 LC ) of k fragments frag i from some routers on the attack path, a distance field dist to calculate the distance of the marking router from the collector, and offset field to distinguish drawn fragments with others in the same router.
Core Network Coding Approach to PPM

Motivation of Core PPM+NC Schemes
In Practical PPM+NC scheme [4] shown in Fig. 3 , each traceback router divides its IP address into four 8-bit fragments (i.e., f = 4). In this scheme, each marked packet contains a linear combination of k = 3 fragments with the same offset value f ID from k = 3 consecutive routers respectively. Therefore, for the bit budget of 17 bits (the 16-bit IP ID field and the 1-bit fragment flag [9] ), the marking field in each packet's IPv4 header contains: a fragment offset field f ID of 2 bits, a random coefficient field of k × b = 6 bits, a 1-bit distance field dist, and a linear combination field of 8 bits.
From Theorem 3, we realize that Practical PPM+NC scheme [4] is just one of various ways to design network coding to PPM scheme because we can design PPM+NC schemes so that each marked packet contains a linear combination of k fragments with any offset values (instead of same values) from any set of routers (instead of consecutive ones). As a result, we propose other schemes called Core PPM+NC schemes.
In Appendix, we show that Practical PPM+NC scheme [4] has many limitations. Furthermore, it is unnecessary to encode more than two routers (edge) to reconstruct the attack path. Besides, [2] showed that the further from the victim, the less likely that fragments are perceived. Therefore, we propose Core PPM+NC schemes which focus benefit of network coding in collecting fragments around the marking router rather than distribute such benefit to fragments of the routers nearer to the collector in Practical PPM+NC scheme.
Group Offset
In Practical PPM+NC scheme [4, Fig. 5 ], each router on the path just contribute only one random fragment of its f fragments to a linear combination. However, each marked packet received at the victim in Core PPM+NC schemes contains a linear combinations of k fragments from just one or two routers (marking router or marking router and its next consecutive one) on the attack path, which leads to that each of such routers in Core PPM+NC schemes contributes a random group of its fragments to a linear combination. Therefore, Practical PPM+NC scheme must use log 2 f bits for fragment offset field in packet's header to distinguish drawn fragment with other fragments in the same router, whereas Core PPM+NC schemes use less bits for group offset field to distinguish drawn group of fragments with other groups in the same router because each router has g groups of fragments (g ≤ f ).
Overlapped Fragments
Instead of using non-overlapped fragments in previous PPM schemes (FMS [2] , Practical PPM+NC [4] ) or hash fragments in FIT scheme [8] , we propose that traceback routers should divide its IP addresses into overlapped fragments (see Fig. 4 ) to avoid wasteful bits in IPv4 packet header in the case that the remaining bits in bit budget of IPv4 packet header used for linear combination field (or fragment field in other PPM schemes) has more space than the length in bits of each non-overlapped fragment. That is, for a given number of fragments f , each overlapped fragment would have size LC ≥ 32/ f bits. Note that Practical PPM+NC scheme [4, Fig. 5 ] uses 4 non-overlapped 8-bit fragments while our Core PPM+NC scheme uses only1 3 overlapped 13-bit fragments (Fig. 4) .
Using overlapped fragments, allocated space for linear combination field of a marked packet for given ( f, k, b, g) in the Core PPM+NC schemes would be:
Marking Probability
Previous schemes (FMS [2] , FIT [8] and Practical PPM+NC [4] ) set P m = 1/25 as the marking probability for every router on the attack path. In order to compare our Core PPM+NC schemes with them in the same coordinate system, we consider our proposed schemes with such setting (P m = 1/25). Notice that we already proved the benefit of network coding to the PPM in the case of arbitray marking probabilities in Sect. 3 and Sect. 4.1. Therefore, PPM+NC scheme also requires less expected number of packets to derive the attack path than PPM scheme with setting P m = 1/25.
Reconstruction Procedure
Each marked packet P contains: P.random coe f f icients = (c 1 , . . . , c k ) and P.linear combination (linear combination result of k fragments), which corresponds to a linear equa- tion:
where frag i (s) are unknowns to the victim. For single-path attack, after collecting n f innovative marked packets, the victim could infer all n router IP addresses on the attack path by solving a system of n f linear equations. For multi-path attack, as mentioned in [4] , it is assumed that the victim has a map of upstream routers [7] , [8] : For each received marked packet P, based on the value P.dist in distance field of IPv4 packet header, the victim locates routers at this distance in the built map then it compute linear combinations of possible sub-paths from such candidate routers in order to compare with P.linear combination. If the victim detects a match, it adds the corresponding sub-path to the attack graph.
4.3 Core PPM+NC Scheme I
Packet Marking
In Core PPM+NC scheme I, each marked packet received at the victim contains a linear combination of overlapped fragments from two consecutive routers (Fig. 5) : the marking router and the next consecutive one. Once a router decides to mark a packet, it draws a random value gID for group offset field. Then it (the marking router) and the next consecutive one, each of them would contribute a random linear combination of its corresponding group of fragments to the linear combination field. Note that the first coefficient c 1 in Core PPM+NC scheme I is drawn randomly from F 2 b \{0} to avoid collecting no information or zero coefficient vector from the marking router (Sect. 3.2). The number of groups in each router is g = 2 f k . If there is remainder of division f /(k/2) as in Fig. 5 , then the last group in every router has less than k/2 fragments. Anyway, number of bits used for group offset field in each marked packet is log 2 g bits. From (1), we derive the allocated size in bits for linear combination field of every marked packet in the Core PPM+NC scheme I for given ( f, k, b): 
/*decide to overwrite*/ 5:
Zero-out all fields 6:
TT L [4. .0] ← const const = 10110 is optimal value [8] 8:
Pick a group offset gID randomly from {0, ...,
Pick c 1 randomly out of F 2 b \{0} 10:
if (2 f mod k 0) AND (gID = g) then 11:
Pick remaining (2 f mod k) − 1 coefficients randomly from F 2 b 12: else 13:
Pick remaining k/2 − 1 coefficients randomly from F 2 b 14:
end if 15:
Write drawn coefficients into b-bit slots starting from the 1st slot in P.random coefficients 16:
P.linear combination ← Linear combination of corresponding fragments in the group with offset gID 17:
Read the stored group offset gID 22:
Pick (2 f mod k) coefficients randomly from F 2 b 24:
Pick k/2 coefficients randomly from F 2 b 26:
end if 27:
Write drawn coefficients into b-bit slots starting from the (k/2 + 1)th slot in P.random coefficients 28:
P.linear combination ← P.linear combination + Linear combination of corresponding fragments in the group with offset gID 29:
P.edge ← 1 30:
end if 31:
end if 32: end for Notice that if applying 1-bit distance mechanism [8] , then Core PPM+NC scheme I must use more 1 bit edge in order for the next router to determine it is whether the first router after the last marking router or not. Detail packet marking procedure in Core PPM+NC scheme I is described by Alg. 1.
Experimental Results
In our experiment, traceback routers, on a given path of length d = 14, are set with marking probabilities P m = 1/25. As we can see from results of 1000 realizations shown in Fig. 6 , our Core PPM+NC scheme I always requires less average number of packets than Practical PPM+NC [4] to derive all routers on a given path with any given ( f, kb).
Core PPM+NC Scheme II
As we know, the advantage of node marking sheme is inferring router at any distance as the victim receives a marked packet [8] . Besides, the limitation of Core PPM+NC scheme I with 1-bit distance mechanism is that it must use more 1 bit edge in order for the next router to determine it is whether the first router after the last marking router or not. Therefore, we propose Core PPM+NC scheme II which combines node marking scheme and network coding.
Packet Marking
In Core PPM+NC scheme II, each marked packet received at the victim contains a linear combination of all k= f fragments from only the marking router. Interestingly, there are no group offset field (because g = 1 which leads to log 2 g = 0 bit) as in Core PPM+NC scheme I, no fragment offset field as in the previous PPM schemes (FMS [2] , AMS [7] , FIT [8] , Practical PPM+NC [4] ) because the random coefficient field of each marked packet in the Core PPM+NC scheme II has both functions: distinguishing fragments and coding. From (1), we derive allocated size in bits for linear combination field of every marked packet in the Core PPM+NC scheme II for given ( f, b):
Different from Core PPM+NC scheme I, the marking router in the Core PPM+NC schem II has full right to draw coeffcient vector, therefore we propose that the marking router does not distribute the zero coefficient vector to reduce more number of packets required to derive. Furthermore, to lower computation overhead per router for packets marked with the same drawn coefficient vector then same linear combination result, we propose that every router precalculates and store a packet. Detail packet marking procedure in Core PPM+NC scheme II is described by Alg. 2.
Experimental Results
As we can see from Fig. 7 , our proposed Core PPM+NC scheme II always requires less average number of packets than Practical PPM+NC [4] for any given ( f, kb) to derive all routers on the given path with common parameters: d = 14, P m = 1/25, 1000 realizations. For each specific ( f, k) (recall that k = f in Core PPM+NC scheme II), average number of packets is reduced as b is increased from 1 to 2 bits.
Comparison with Other Schemes
Packet Marking. For bit budget = 16 bits, every traceback router in our Core PPM+NC scheme II divides its own IP address into 3 overlapped fragments (Fig. 4) . Marking field (Fig. 8 ) of a packet contains: 2-bit random coefficient field (1-bit slot c 2 for the second fragment, 1-bit slot c 3 for the last fragment) and 13-bit linear combination field (instead of 2-bit fragment offset field and 13-bit hash fragment field in FIT 4/x scheme [8, Fig. 2]) , and 1-bit dist distance field 
Fig. 9
Experimental results for number of packets needed to reconstruct given paths of varying lengths in Core PPM+NC scheme II and other schemes with parameters: Bit budget = 16 bits, P m = 1/25, 1000 realizations. [8] . In this scheme, there is no slot for coefficient c 1 of the first fragment because c 1 = 1 by default.
Experimental Results. As we can see from Fig. 9 , even though the Practical PPM+NC scheme [4] ( f = 4, k = 3, b = 2) requires less number of packets than FMS scheme [2] , it still higher than FIT 4/3 scheme [8] and our proposed Overlapped PPM scheme because the Practical PPM+NC scheme is designed with f = 4 non-overlapped fragments. Whereas, for any path length d from 1 to 31, our Core PPM+NC scheme II is faster than such schemes in inferring (without false positives) all routers on the attack path due to benefit of network coding combined with only 3 overlapped fragments.
Benefit of Network Coding to Coupon Collector's Problem
Applying network coding to Coupon Collector's Problem (CCP+NC) is just known to have benefit in the case every linear combinations of n coupons in the space F n q over a Galois field has the same probability of receiving as 1 q n [5, pp.10-13] . In this section, after revealing the relationship between CCP and PPM in Sect. 5.1 together with the relationship between CCP+NC and PPM+NC in Sect. 5.2, based on our strong theorem for benefit of network coding to PPM in Sect. 3, we prove that there exists numerous distributions over space F n q so that network coding still offers benefit to CCP in Sect. 5.3. Then we give various designs of network coding to CCP in Sect. 5.4.
Relationship between PPM and CCP
Theorem 4: Coupon Collector's Problem could be expressed as collecting n router IDs in PPM scheme.
Note that n distinct coupons in the CCP have equal probabilities of receiving as 1 n . In order to collect n router IDs in the PPM scheme, the collector needs to collect n distinct markings, where perceived probability of marking from router ID i is p i = P m (i).
j=i−1 j=1
(1 − P m ( j)), (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Therefore, we need to prove that there exists a setting of marking probabilities (P m (n), ..., P m (2), P m (1)) for n routers in the PPM scheme so that
Clearly, the above equation is an arithmetic series. We derive:
Besides,
As a result, CCP is a special case of PPM scheme where
Abstract Model for CCP+NC and PPM+NC
We recall the scenario of CCP [3, pp.32]: each received box contains one of n distinct coupons x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n , the coupon in each box is chosen independently and uniformly at random from n possibilities, how many boxes are required to collect every type of coupon?. Applying network coding to CCP (CCP+NC) [5, pp.10-13] , each box will contains a linear combination of n coupons i=n i=1 c i x i instead of an original coupon, where each coefficient c i is drawn randomly and independently from a Galois field F q . This transforms the collector's problem in CCP into collecting n linearly independent vectors from a vector space F n q over a Galois field in order to derive n distinct coupons, which is also the collector's problem in the PPM+NC scheme (Sect. , c 2 , . . . , c n ) just depends on events of drawing coeffcients c i in the CCP+NC scheme, while it depends on the event of receving a marking from a router on the path as well in the PPM+NC scheme. Based on our proposed abstract model for CCP+NC and PPM+NC, that difference between CCP+NC and PPM+NC is interpreted as the difference in probability distributions over n-dimensional space F n q at the source.
Abstract Model of PPM+NC and CCP+NC versus CCP
Theorem 5: There are numerous distributions over a vector space F n q so that collecting problem in the abstract model of PPM+NC and CCP+NC is faster than in CCP.
Let X * PPM (X * PPM+NC respectively) be the number of packets required to derive n router IDs in the PPM (PPM+NC respectively) scheme with specific setting of marking probabilities for n routers as P m (i) = (1 ≤ i ≤ n). From Theorem 4, we derive:
Besides, from corollary 2:
Therefore,
In the proof of Theorem 1, it is pointed out that event of receiving a marking of a router at distance i on the attack path in the PPM+NC scheme is the event of receiving a coefficient vector from the set A i ⊂ F n q with probability:
With the specific setting of marking probabilities for n routers as P m (i) = (1 ≤ i ≤ n) in the PPM+NC scheme, (4) turns out that a random collecting of n linearly independent vectors from a n-dimensional vector space F 
Designing Network Coding to Coupon Collector's Problem
Theorem 5 motivates us to design network coding to CCP so that probability distribution over n-dimensional space F 
Note that [5, pp.10-13 ] just compared CCP with the uniform CCP+NC [5, pp.10-13] where p V v j = 1 q n , ∀v j ∈ F n q due to p c i (k) = 1 q ∀k ∈ F q for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. However, we has shown that there are numerous designs of non-uniform distributions over the n-dimensional vector space F n q so that network coding still offer benefit to CCP provided that those designs satisfy (5).
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a novel method to prove the strong theorem for benefit of network coding to probabilistic packet marking in the general case. Based on this theorem, we propose a core network coding approach to PPM (Core PPM+NC schemes) which actually reduce the number of packets required for the victim to infer all routers on the attack path, compared to previous PPM-based schemes. In addition, from the relationship between CCP and PPM combined with our theorem for benefit of network coding to PPM, we prove that there are numerous designs of network coding that still offer benefit to CCP. We hope these findings in this paper give more insight about the power of network coding to probabilistic packet marking and Coupon Collector's Problem.
